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Abstract

NW94, BFNW93], such a generator can be obtained from
the assumption EXPNP 6 PNP =poly. Because EXPNP 
p
PNP=poly implies that EXPNP  ZPP2 [BH92, KW95],
it follows that P=poly has EXPNP -measure zero unless
p
EXPNP = ZPP2 .

We show that the class of sets having polynomial size circuits, P=poly, has EXPNP -measure zero under each of the
following two assumptions:

 EXPNP 6= ZPPp2

Furthermore, we consider the hypothesis that NP is not
small, i.e., NP does not have EXP-measure zero. This hypothesis implies the existence of a generator computable
in exponential-time relative to some oracle in NP which
is even much stronger than what is needed in our proof
[Lut96, AK97]. Thus, P=poly has EXPNP -measure zero
unless NP has EXP-measure zero.

(which holds if the ppolynomial
time hierarchy does not collapse to ZPP2 ), or

 NP is not small (does not have EXP-measure zero).
1 Introduction

2 Preliminaries

A central issue in the study of resource bounded measure as introduced by Lutz [Lut92] is the measure of
nonuniform complexity classes. Already in [Lut92] Lutz
showed that the class of sets having polynomial-size circuits, P=poly, has EXPSPACE-measure zero. This means
that almost all languages in EXPSPACE do not have
polynomial-size circuits and hence, improves on the result due to Kannan [Kan82] that there exists a language
in EXPSPACE which does not have polynomial-size circuits. Using Stockmeyer’s approximation of #P functions
in polynomial time relative to an oracle in p2 [Sto85],
Mayordomo [May94] could replace EXPSPACE in Lutz’
p
above mentioned result by EXP2 , that is, P=poly has
p
EXP2 -measure zero. On the other hand, Regan et al.
[RSC95] showed that P=poly does not have EXP-measure
zero, provided that (cryptographic) one-way functions with
exponential security exist. This gives evidence that P=poly
does not have EXP-measure zero.

We use the binary alphabet  = f0; 1g. The cardinality of
a finite set X is denoted by jjX jj and the length of x 2 
by jxj. For two strings v and w, we use v v w to denote
that v is a prefix of w. The characteristic function of a
language A   is defined as A(x) = 1 if x 2 A, and
A(x) = 0 otherwise.

The definitions of complexity classes we consider like P,
NP, E, EXP etc. can be found in standard books [BDG95,
BDG90, Pap94]. By log we denote the function log x =
maxf1; dlog2 xeg.
For a class C of sets and a class F of functions from 1 to
 , let C=F [KL80] be the class of sets A such that there is
a set B 2 C and a function h 2 F such that for all x 2  ,

x 2 A , hx; h(1jxj )i 2 B:
The function h is called an advice function for A.

Here we consider the measure of P=poly at EXPNP , the
intermediate level of the exponential time hierarchy bep
tween EXP and EXP2 . We show that P=poly has
EXPNP -measure zero at EXPNP under the following condition: there exists a pseudorandom generator G which
is computable in exponential time relative to an oracle
in NP and which has polynomial security infinitely often
against polynomial-size oracle circuits equipped with an
oracle in NP. Similar ideas have already been used in
[BvMR+ 98]. By results shown in [Lip91, GL89, Yao82,

A supermartingale is a function d : f0; 1g
ing the average law

! R+ satisfy-

d(w0) + d(w1)  2d(w)
for all w 2 f0; 1g. A supermartingale succeeds on a language A  f0; 1g if

lim sup d(A[s1    sl ]) = 1
l!1

1

where s1 = ; s2 = 0; s3 = 1; s4 = 00; s5 = 01; : : : is the
standard enumeration of f0; 1g in lexicographic order and
A[s1    sl ] = A(s1 )    A(sl ).
Resource bounded measure zero classes are defined by imposing a resource bound on the computation of a martingale succeeding on every language in the class. Viewing
a martingale d as a function from finite binary strings w
it is obvious to think of the computation of a martingale
done by a transducer with input w and output d(w), and
so the resources required to compute d(w) should be expressed in terms of the length of w. However, here we always regard a martingale as a function of initial segments
A[s1    sl ] of languages A (rather than a function of arbitrary binary strings w). Complexity bounds on languages
are usually expressed in terms of the length of strings. Consequently, we find it more convenient to state the resource
bound in terms of the length of the largest string sl in the
domain of A[s1    sl ] rather than in terms of the length
l = jA[s1    sl ]j (cf. [BvMR+ 98]).

So we define a supermartingale d to be EXP-computable
if there is an oracle transducer M , and a polynomial p,
such that for every language A, and every string sl , M on
input sl and oracle Asl = A \ fs1 ; : : : ; sl g computes
d(A[s1    sl ]) in time O(2p(n) ) where n = jsl j. A class
of languages C has EXP-measure zero if there is a EXPcomputable supermartingale d that covers C , i.e., d succeeds on every language A 2 C . (The EXP-computable
martingales defined here correspond to the p 2 -computable
martingales defined by Lutz.)
Lutz showed that EXP-measure zero classes can be regarded as negligible small compared to EXP. In particular, Lutz showed that infinite unions of EXP-measure zero
classes have EXP-measure zero if the classes are coverd
by an uniformly exponential-time computable enumeration
of martingales. Ambos-Spies et al. [ATZ97] extended this
to arbitrary (countable) unions, provided that the involved
martingales are all computable in some single exponential
time bound. We state this result for later reference.
Theorem 1. [ATZ97] If C1 ; C2 ; : : : is a collection of
classes such that for some fixed constant k , each Ci is covk
ered by some martingale computable in time O(2n ), then
the union Ci has EXP-measure zero.

S

The notion of EXP-measure zero can be naturally extended
to relativized classes EXPB in the following way.
For any oracle

B,

we say that a supermartingale

d

is

EXPB -computable if there exists an exponentially time-

bounded transducer M such that for every language A, and
every string sl , M on input sl and oracle Asl  B computes d(A[s1    sl ]). A class C has EXPB -measure zero
if there is a EXPB -computable supermartingale d that succeeds on every language in C .

3 The Measure of P/poly
In the proof of our theorem we use the relativized version
of some intermediate steps on the way to obtain from the
assumption EXP 6= MA subexponential-time simulations
for BPP [BFNW93].
In particular, we will use the steps that lead from a language L 62 P=poly to the construction of a pseudorandom
generator with polynomial security infinitely often against
polynomial size circuits [Lip91, GL89, Yao82, NW94].
It is not hard to check that this construction relativizes with
respect to the adversaries. That is, if L is not in PA =poly
then the resulting pseudorandom generator has polynomial
security infinitely often against polynomial-size oracle circuits using oracle A. (For proofs we refer the reader also to
[BFNW93, GNW95, Lub97].)
Theorem 2. Assume that EXPNP
P=poly has EXPNP -measure zero.

6 PNP=poly.

Then

Proof (Sketch). By (the relativised version of) Theorem 1,
it suffices to show that for every integer k , there is a superc
martingale dk which is computable in time O(2log n ), has
access to some oracle in NP , and which succeeds on all
languages with circuits of size nk . Notice that the constant
c must not depend on k.
In the following, we will consider each length n separately.
For each length n, we will focus on prefixes of characteristic sequences for the first m strings of length n, where

m(n) = nk + 3dlog ne:
For notational convenience, let xn;1 ; : : : ; xn;m denote the
lexicographically first m strings of length n. Throughout
the proof, we will use the symbol “w” to denote a function w : fxn;1 ; : : : ; xn;m g ! f0; 1g (equivalently, we may
think of w as a binary sequence of length m), and the the
symbol “v ” to denote a prefix of some w (i.e., v denotes a
binary sequence of length at most m). Even though w is
not completely defined for all strings of length n, we say
that w has a circuit of size s if w can be extended to some
function f : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g which is computable by a
circuit of size s.
Now, for every v with jv j  m, let Pk;n (v ) denote the conditional probability that some uniformly at random chosen
w 2 f0; 1gm has a circuit of size nk , given v is a prefix of
w:

Pk;n (v) = Pr
[ w has a circuit of size nk jv v w]:
w
By the choice of m, Pk;n ()  2n ?m  1=n3 , and for
a function w having a circuit of size nk , Pk;n (w) = 1.
k

Note that for all v with jv j < m, Pk;n (v 0) + Pk;n (v 1) =
2Pk;n (v); that is, Pk;n satisfies the average law.
By our assumption that EXPNP 6 PNP =poly, there is a
language L in EXPNP such that for every polynomial p

there exist infinitely many n such that for every oracle circuit C of size p(n), L=n 6= C SAT . By results shown in
[BFNW93, GL89, Yao82, NW94], for any integer t, L can
be transformed into a pseudorandom generator Gt which
takes as input a seed s of length n, and outputs a string of
length nt with the following security property: for all polynomials p, there exist infinitely many n, such that for every
nt -input oracle circuit C of size at most p(n),

j Prs [C (Gt (s)) = 1] ? Prr [C
SAT

SAT

(r)) = 1] j  n?t;

where s and r are chosen uniformly at random from f0; 1gn
t
and f0; 1gn , respectively. Furthermore, the generators Gt
are uniformly computable by an oracle Turing machine
equipped with some oracle in NP, which on input t and
s runs in time exponential in n.

In the following we will use the generator Gt with security
parameter t = k + 4 to obtain an approximation of Pk;n (v )
with error bound = 1=nt  1=(2m + 1)n3 .
For all v with jv j  m, let P^k;n (v ) be the fraction

kfs 2 f0; 1gn : vus has a circuit of size nk gk
2n

where us is the string consisting of the first m ? jv j bits of
the output of Gt (s).

Since there is an oracle circuit of size O(m) with access
to some oracle in NP which can test whether a given w of
length m has a circuit of size nk , it follows that there exist
infinitely many n such that for all v with jv j  m,

jPk;n (v) ? P^k;n (v)j  :

Now, using the approximation P^k;n we define dk;n for all
v with 1  jvj  m by the following clauses:
(i) If v

= , and P^k;n ()  1=n3 + , let
dk;n () = P^k;n () + 2 m:

v 6= , and for all proper prefixes v0 of v:
^
Pk;n (v0 0) + P^k;n (v0 1)  2  P^k;n (v0 ) + 4 , then let
dk;n (v) = P^k;n (v) + 2 (m ? jvj):

(ii) If

(iii) Otherwise, put dk;n (v ) = 0.
By the properties of Pk;n , and because
Pk;n , it follows for all n that

P^k;n

dk;n (v0) + dk;n (v1)  2dk;n (v)

is close to

and that

dk;n ()  Pk;n () + + 2 m
 1=n3 + (2m + 1)  2=n3:
Further it follows from the security of Gt that there exist
infinitely many n such that for all w having a circuit of size
nk ,

dk;n (w)  P^k;n (w)  1=2:
This means that dk;n is a partial supermartingale which for
infinitely many n increases its value by a factor more than
n2 on all w having a circuit of size nk . It remains to combine the dk;n to some single dk succeeding on all languages
having circuits of size nk .
Let dk be defined in the following way. For any language
A and a string x of length n = jxj, define

Xd

n?1

k;i (A[xi;1 : : : xi;m(i) ])
i=0
+ dk;n (A[xn;1 : : : minfx; xn;m(n) g]) + ak;n ;
1
n
where ak;n = i=1 1=i2 ? i=0 dk;i ().
Since for all n, dk;n satisfies the average law and dk;n () 
1=n2, it follows that dk is a nonnegative supermartingale.

dk (A[ : : : x]) =

P

P

Furthermore, because for any language A having circuits of size nk , it holds that for infinitely many n,
dk;n (A[xn;1 : : : xn;m(n) ])  1=2, dk succeeds on A.

Finally, observe that dk on input A[ : : : x] is computable
in time exponential in n (independently of k ) relative to
some oracle in NP. This completes the proof.
From Theorem 2 we get the following two sufficient conditions for P=poly having measure 0 at EXPNP . The first
corollary follows immediately from the fact that EXPNP
is not contained in PNP =poly unless EXPNP collapses
p
to ZPP2 [BH92, KW95]. The second corollary is obtained by using the assumption that NP does not have measure 0 at EXP to build the pseudorandom generators Gt
used in the proof of Theorem 2. (In fact, the assumption that NP does not have measure 0 at EXP implies that
there exist generators with subexponential security against
subexponential-size oracle circuits that use an NP oracle
[NW94, Lut96, AK97].)
Corollary 3. If EXPNP
EXPNP -measure zero.

6= ZPPp2

then

P=poly

has

Corollary 4. If NP is not small then P=poly has EXPNP measure zero.
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